HI-LO
The most fuel efficient travel trailer. Goes up to 50% farther on a tank of gas. Ideal for today's smaller cars.

HI FOR LIVING—
Raises automatically in 12 seconds for spacious, comfortable living.

LO FOR TRAVEL—
Lowers easily with the flip of a switch for safety, easy towing and up to 50% savings on gas.
The HI-LO story...

HI-LO was founded over 23 years ago as the first telescoping travel trailer. Our low travel profile was designed for maximum gas savings, safety and smooth, easy towing. These advantages are even important today for towing with the new generation of lighter, gas-saving tow vehicles.

For the 1980's, HI-LO's proven safety, economy, durability and comfort features have been incorporated into our sleekly-styled exterior and luxurious, well-planned interiors.

Fuel efficiency...

Over a generation of knowledge and expertise has gone into our new streamlined models, which were judged "virtually perfect aerodynamically" by an aeronautical engineer. Aerodynamic efficiency on the highway reduces air drag up to 70% and can mean up to 50% savings on your gasoline bills, compared to regular upright trailers.

HI-LO proved it is "the world's most fuel efficient travel trailer" in the most exhaustive test tow ever conducted by Woodall's Trailer and RV Travel Magazine. A Chevy Citation with a V6 engine towed a 21' HI-LO over a varied course providing an accurate measure of real-life handling characteristics and overall fuel economy. The car achieved a remarkable 15.5 miles per gallon with the HI-LO, well in excess of any other travel trailer tested (ask your dealer for test details). For the lowest possible gasoline bills, tow a HI-LO.

Aerodynamic design for safe, easy towing...

HI-LO's low travel profile and low center of gravity gives you greater stability at all speeds, less sway and buffeting caused by trucks, buses and cross winds, and better control when braking. Your wife will be glad to take her turn driving when you're towing your HI-LO—with complete confidence. Remember: aerodynamics and lightness are combined in every HI-LO trailer for easier, safer towing. Prove it to yourself; test tow a HI-LO at your dealer today.
Rugged, lightweight construction

HI-LO pioneered the tubular steel frame in travel trailers for maximum strength with the lowest possible weight. Today our rugged “Snyderized” construction is among the most advanced in the travel trailer industry.

HI-LO is one of the lightest weight yet strongest travel trailers you can own. HI-LO’s tubular steel frame construction is lighter and stronger than wood, the usual construction, and deliberately over-engineered to give outstanding durability, security and long-term value.

We’ve overdesigned our tough, heavy-duty steel chassis. The side and ceiling frame is 1” square tubular steel. Top quality polysulfone insulation protects against both cold and heat while adding strength and sound-proofing. The main frame is “sandwiched” between the interior paneling and exterior scratch-resistant skin for maximum strength and durability.

Molded fiberglass top front and rear sections give HI-LO its distinctive aerodynamic profile and add valuable extra interior storage space.

Interiors...deluxe quality, roominess and comfort

All HI-LO’s are designed for complete comfort, luxury and convenience in family living. Particular emphasis has been placed on enlarging interior storage space to enhance even further the livability of your HI-LO.

Tasteful, plush, easy-to-care for fabrics, scuff resistant cushioned vinyl floors and maintenance-free laminate countertops keep chores out of your fun times.

Sleek, modern kitchens offer step-saving designs and finest equipment—including stainless steel sinks, brushed chrome ovens, two and four burner stoves and roomy refrigerators. Luxurious living is enhanced by our fresh color schemes and decorator-coordinated upholstery, drapes, carpets and tables. Our full-length beds offer the ultimate in sleeping comfort and our versatile soft backed sofas are easily converted into luxurious beds. Spacious, well organized cabinets and closets keep your games, silverware, dishes and clothes handy at all times. Deluxe, roomy bathrooms have sparkling easy-care fixtures and fittings. Most offer tub/shower combinations and the latest flush toilets. The sink is big enough for all your hand washables.

Ask your dealer about the exciting HI-LO options that let you customize your home away from home—our patented swing-away double bed, air conditioners, AM/FM 8-track stereos, luxury awnings, to name a few.
Fully automatic lifting system

HI-LO's "Hi for living, LO for travel" feature is made possible by our patented lifting system that is standard equipment on the FunMaker, FunChaser and Voyager trailers.

In just 12 seconds, with the flip of a switch, the roof raises or lowers a full 31 inches. The hydraulic system is unique and fully automatic, proved in over 12 years of use. For added safety, a child resistant bar locking system positively secures the lifting mechanism when your HI-LO is in the "Hi" position. Dependable and maintenance free. Ask your dealer for a demonstration. (FunLite models use a manual lifting system as standard. Automatic lift is optional).

Easy storage in your garage

Just lower the roof and back your HI-LO right in. Saves renting storage space and it's always right there for your immediate pleasure, safe and secure. Allows you to comply with local zoning ordinances.

Ideal for today's smaller cars

HI-LO's "FunMaker" and "FunChaser" trailers can be hitched to your Malibu, Cutlass, Monte Carlo or other smaller car. HI-LO's FunLite trailers can be hitched to almost all cars, including the small GM "X-cars"; Ford Granada and Fairmont; Chrysler LeBaron and Dodge Mirada; and even the Volkswagen Rabbit. Check your dealer for full details. HI-LO actually weighs less than most other travel trailers. Compare our weights and see for yourself the many advantages HI-LO has over the typical "stick and nail" upright trailers.

Value now & when you trade

Because HI-LO builds in quality during every step of the production process and offers so many exclusive features for extra economy, safety, durability and convenience, we confidently call it "the travel trailer that has it all."

And HI-LO gives you higher resale value than other trailers in its price category; well worth the initial investment because it retains its value.

Six-Year Limited Warranty on lifting system

HI-LO warrants that it will replace any part of your HI-LO hydraulic lifting system (excluding the battery) which becomes broken or inoperative due to defects in material or workmanship within six years from date of original purchase.

That's how confident we are of its dependability. Six-year limited warranty applies to the 18', 21' and 25' models only.

In addition, HI-LO warrants that it will repair or replace any part of your HI-LO travel trailer found to be defective due to defects in material or workmanship within twelve months from date of original purchase. (Components such as tires, paint, electrical fixtures, refrigerator, range, etc. are subject to separate warranties issued by other manufacturers.)

Ask your dealer for complete details of both warranties.

See our FunLite, FunMaker, FunChaser and Voyager models at your dealer today.
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Introducing the FunLite
...Super Lightweights
for today's small cars.

HI-LO's proven fuel efficiency, safety, durability and comfort features are incorporated into this all new 16' lightweight; designed for travel with cars rated to tow up to 2,000 lbs. (can be towed by larger vehicles, too). The SL has a dry weight of just 1,600 lbs. and the SLX (with refrigerator, shower, hot water heater, toilet and furnace) weighs 1,800 lbs.

Rugged, durable construction

No need to compromise with flimsy walls and ceilings. HI-LO uses its super strong Snyderized construction on the SL and SLX. Sides and ceilings are our solid, durable 4-ply sandwich construction method. And, we have a full-length lightweight chassis with rear bumpers.

FunLite lifting & lowering system

Low travel profile is even more important in a lightweight unit for fuel efficiency and safety, easy towing. An easy-to-use manual lift is standard; an automatic lift is optional. When you get to where you're going, just flip a switch (or turn a crank, if you wish) and your HI-LO is ready for use in about 60 seconds. Nothing to fold...no canvas or vinyl to get wet...no waiting or inconvenience.